Happy Dog Tails
Kim and her daughter fell in love with Capone
right away, and he loves his new life with them.

Bianca is living a great life with
Dan and family!

Diesel is a very loved member in his new
home!
Finn found a great home with Adam and Ali and has two siblings!
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Cassie just found a great home with
Julie and Erik and family.

Cam was rescued by PAWS from an
inner-city pound and was overjoyed
to find a home with the Rust family!
Milo was adopted by Tori and Mike
and their boy Rocco!

Onyxx spends his days with
Marilyn, Bart and Lady. He leads
an active life and loves every
minute.

Koda was in rough shape when PAWS
pulled him from a shelter. He had been
Zena found a wonderful home with
surrendered by people who neglected his
Paul and Renee!
health terribly. With great vet care and a
great foster home with Rich, Koda is loved
and cared for by Jeff.
Archie (formerly known as Happy) is living the dream with Sarah,
Molly was rescued by PAWS from an inner-city
Mike and Sydney and extended animal family including horses!
pound and this sweet bundle of energy was

adopted by Sarah and Damon.

Sniper is heading home after Christmas to
live with Julia!

One of our longest PAWS “residents” has found a great home
with Marianne, Joe and Megan.
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Diamond spent a while in an inner-city pound where she
was very unhappy and anxious. Thankfully, our foster
home with Rich opened up and Diamond spent a little
time there before Bayron and Christine met her and fell
in love.

Joni and
Robbie
are so
happy to
have
Winnie in
their lives
after the
loss of
their dog
Lilly.
Winnie
loves her
new
family!

Our longest PAWS resident, Buttercup, finally
found her most wonderful home with Jeanne.

Also
rescued
from an
innercity
pound,
Jack is
loving his
life with
Trish,
and loves
basking
in a
sunny
spot!

Two puppies also came to PAWS this year into our foster home with Christine,
and quickly found wonderful homes with two families who love and care for them.
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